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Two Polish women collected the pills and swallowed them as a protest
Drone flew for around half a mile from Frankfurt an der Oder to Slubice
Country's population is 90 per cent Catholic and it upholds strict laws
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Feminist activists have sent a drone carrying abortion pills from Germany to Poland as a protest
over the Catholic country's abortion laws.
The pills were collected and swallowed by two women as part of a stunt organised by Dutch pro
choice group Women on Waves.
The country, whose population is 90 per cent Catholic, only allows abortion within 12 weeks of
pregnancy in cases of rape or incest.
Scroll down for video

+4
Feminist activists have sent a drone carrying abortion pills from Germany to Poland as a protest over the
Catholic country's abortion laws

Jula Gaweda, who is part of the feminist organisation Feminoteka, said: 'The operation went well.
'It's a symbolic operation designed to show that just a few kilometres (between the takeoff and the
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landing site) can be a gulf in terms of respect for women's rights and reproductive rights, which are
human rights.'
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Activists launched the drone in the German city of Frankfurt an der Oder, flying it for around half a
mile over the river to the bordering Polish town of Slubice.
A dozen antiabortion protesters gathered at the landing site and gave out plastic foetuses to the
prochoice activists, Gaweda said.

Dutch activist group deliver abortion pills to Poland via drone
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Poland, whose population is 90 per cent Catholic, only allows abortion within 12 weeks of pregnancy in cases
of rape or incest
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Activists launched the drone in the German city of Frankfurt an der Oder, flying it for around half a mile over
the river to the bordering Polish town of Slubice
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A dozen antiabortion protesters gathered at the landing site and gave out plastic foetuses to the prochoice
activists

The abortion limit can be extended to 24 weeks, but only in cases of irreversible foetal malformation
or a threat to the mother's life.
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After 24 weeks of pregnancy, the procedure is allowed on a casebycase basis if the mother's life
is at risk.
It comes after the government recently authorised the morningafter pill.
Women on Waves has over the years sent 'abortion boats' to countries including Ireland, Portugal
and Spain to provide women with free treatment that circumvents strict abortion laws.
The arrival of one of these boats in Poland in 2003 prompted a wave of protests, while ultra
Catholic newspaper Nasz Dziennik branded the delivery a 'drone of death' ahead of its landing.
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enemde, corby, about a minute ago

Pity they don't do the same here. That way OUR kids could get into OUR schools with others
kids who can actually speak English !
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Helen, Newcastle, 20 minutes ago

Like it or not prolifers, if all of these fetus' were born. There would be no system able to cope
with them. How many kids have you adopted eh?? How many kids are failed by the system and
have terrible lives and turn to drugs and crime and turn into people you crazies would happily
give the death sentence?! It's not all baby powder and forehead curls.
New Comment
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Click to rate
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Frank, Somewhere, United Kingdom, 11 minutes ago

If the parents were responsible enough, they wouldn't have to rely on the state sytem to
bring up a child!
Click to rate
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Frank, Somewhere, United Kingdom, 21 minutes ago

How about flying in some contraception to stop the loose women from becomming pregnant in
the first place!
New Comment
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Click to rate
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Singalong, Around the Country, 22 minutes ago

A Drone of Death is right, but you probably will not let me say so after refusing to print my
previous comment.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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tornadobelt, Kansas, United States, 31 minutes ago

Probably being used to smuggle other substances as well. I can envision a new breed of border
guard hunterkiller drones.
New Comment
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antisocial, somewhere in the East, 39 minutes ago

They needn't have bothered. Anyone in Poland can oder the pills online from Germany and have
them delivered by post. No need for drones and PR stunts.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Seen on a baby's teeshirt, "Now that I am alive, I am prochoice".
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Alan, Sevenoaks, about an hour ago

Wasn't it Poland who said going blind wasn't a good enough reason to end a pregnancy? Yes it
was and she did.
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ANYWAYUP69, dingwall, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

Can Polish catholic women not think for themselves ?
New Comment

Reply

Grandpa Broon, Auchenshoogle, United Kingdom, 13 minutes ago

They won't have to for long. Noichl, Lunacek and Estrela plan to do all of their thinking
for them, and Noichl's Report has already crept through the EU. Poland will do as it is
ordered and change its Laws.
Click to rate
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Scunnered74, London, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

Ha ha! Go ladies!!! We've gotta do what we've gotta do.
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This is old news and was reported in other papers at the weekend.
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in pink tank top and
black shorts after
grueling yoga session
Busting a sweat is what
yoga is all about
Emilia Clarke's
crutches play a
supporting role as
Game Of Thrones star
hobbles along while
recovering from hip
fracture
Hobbled into LAX
Ready to Brit Pop?
Liam Gallagher displays
an increasingly fuller
figure as he dines out in
Paris with girlfriend
Debbie Gwyther
Life of leisure for star
Former Pussycat Doll
Ashley Roberts enjoys
unlikely meeting with
Prince Charles..
dressed as tin of soup
at a charity fundraiser in
West London
Just married! Brantley
Gilbert ties the knot with
longtime muse Amber
Cochran at his Georgia
home
Tied the knot on Sunday
with girlfriend
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NeNever say never!
Nene Leakes claims The
Real Housewives of
Atlanta may not survive
without her... as it's
revealed she could
come back as a guest
Suki Waterhouse's
younger sister Imogen
keeps it chic in black
pencil dress and white
trainers as she attends
theatre press night
Social butterfly
Tropical Queen
Maxima of The
Netherlands dresses in
theme with punchy
pops of yellow as she
visits a pineapple farm
during tour of the
Philippines
Arnie the oldie's back
with a bang: LIBBY
PURVES reviews
Terminator Genisys
Crashing and roaring and
morphing and deafening
us
The Exmen! Former
flames Jennifer
Lawrence and Nicholas
Hoult enjoy a makeout
session in deleted
scene from XMen: Days
Of Future Past
Joe Manganiello talks
bingewatching Game
Of Thrones with fiancée
Sofia Vergara, their
plans to start a family
and why they won't be
the next 'Bennifer'
Donald Trump files
$500M lawsuit against
Univision after hosts of
Miss USA quit and Miss
Mexico drops out of the
Miss Universe in
response to his 'slurs'
The Simpsons creator
Matt Groening 'sued by
former nanny who
claims he treated
employees like animals
and harassed her over
Hispanic heritage'
Model tourist! Kendall
Jenner shows off her
tiny waist in a cropped
sweater as she explores
London on a bike
Wore highwaisted jeans

New couple alert!
Caroline Wozniacki is
'dating' NFL star JJ
Watt... after being
spotted at basketball
game together
They're both athletes
Cloudy with a chance
of crop top! App turns
Kim Kardashian into a
weather girl, pairing
global temperature
updates with snaps of
her top outfit choices
Glorious in green! The
Queen provides a flash
of color in florals as she
takes part in ancient
ceremony to receive her
into the city of
Edinburgh for Holyrood
week
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Is Caitlyn modelling
herself on Kelly
Bensimon? Jenner
bears striking similarity
to Real Housewives star
as she laps up the New
York social scene
That's quite unusual!
Shirtless Tom Jones,
75, displays his broad
chest as he relaxes in
tight swimming shorts
on Rome balcony
He's still a Sex Bomb
There's something
about Matt! Hollywood
star Mr. Dillon, 51, is
almost unrecognizable
as he stars in rugged
new denim campaign
The actor has aged well
Nicole Scherzinger
shows off her incredible
figure in plunging
swimsuit... before being
spotted at Mykonos
Airport with new love
interest Pajtim Kasami
The tattooed pastor
and his VERY
glamorous wife who
have become Justin
Bieber's spiritual guides
 and the dark family
secret plaguing the
newage church
Still stripping off! Alex
Pettyfer flexes his
muscles on vacation in
Mexico ...as his former
Magic Mike costars
promote sequel
Played Adam in first film
Feeling ace! Jon
Hamm looks happy and
healthy three months
postrehab... as he
enjoys life after Mad
Men with a game of
tennis
She's dedicated! Elle
Fanning steps out in
crop top and athletic
shorts for another
fitness session at the
gym
Sister of Dakota Fanning
One Shade Of Cream!
Dakota Johnson looks
like a Golden Age movie
star in a silky spaghetti
strap dress as she
sightsees in Barcelona
She's a classic beauty
Morning madness!
Svelte Nicole Richie
looks stressed as she
steps out for breakfast
while husband Joel
Madden takes over the
parenting duties
She's no shrinking
violet! Empire's Taraji P.
Henson debuts her
dramatic ombre purple
tosilver tresses on
Instagram
Updated her look
Director Paul Feig
continues teasing his
allfemale Ghostbusters
reboot and shares snap
of new Proton Pack
Stars Kristen Wiig and
Melissa McCarthy
Clash of the glamazons:
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Queen Letizia of Spain
competes for style
queen crown with
Mexican First Lady
Angélica Rivera

Victoria Rowell still
trying to return to The
Young and the Restless
despite suing the CBS
soap for racial
discrimination
Said she was blacklisted
Paris Hilton plans 'to
sue Egyptian TV show
over controversial plane
crash prank that left the
screaming star fearing
for her life'
The prank went too far
'I guess I'm having a
boy': Evangeline Lilly
hints at the sex of her
unborn baby after
announcing second
pregnancy with
boyfriend Norman Kali

DON'T MISS
Dog days of summer!
Famke Janssen, 50,
carries an umbrella to
keep the LA sun off her
as male pal carts her
pup in a stroller
Protecting her skin
Close and cuddly!
Rebel Wilson shows
some PDA with her new
beau Mickey Gooch as
the couple arrives at
LAX
They met on a film set
PICTURED: Minka
Kelly enjoys birthday
dinner with Sean Penn
and group of friends...
weeks after actor splits
from Charlize Theron
Bonded in Napa Valley
Children offer up
surprisingly insightful
and entertaining
opinions on gay
marriage during
hilarious Jimmy Kimmel
interviews
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Taylor Swift commits a
VERY public display of
affection as she
serenades boyfriend
Calvin Harris during live
show in Dublin
The ultimate gift of song
Meet The Swift Squad:
Angel, heiress, reality
TV princess... but how
much is Taylor's girl
gang REALLY worth?
Lucrative friendship group
of models
Star Trek 3 director
Justin Lin reveals name
of the next installment
of the blockbuster
space adventure
franchise
Also shared Starfleet
badge on a retro uniform
Former The Hills star
Stephanie Pratt and her
UK reality show pal
Lucy Watson share
bikini selfies in LA
Stephanie has designed
her own bikini range
No diva here! Ariana
Grande lugs her own
bags through JFK
airport ...as ex Big Sean
discusses his past
relationships
They split with in April
Happy Birthday Cheryl
FernandezVersini! As
the British star turns 32,
we a look back at her
style transformation
from unglamorous teen
to fashion icon
Mulder is back! David
Duchovny, 54, still
looks handsome in a
suit as he films an
episode of the new The
XFiles series in
Vancouver
Still has his hunk status
Kenya Moore hints
she's happy about NeNe
Leakes' Real
Housewives Of Atlanta
exit... as she tells fans
she is 'blessed'
NeNe is leaving series
'I think about my
boyfriend when
modeling lingerie': Heidi
Klum, 42, reveals Vito
Schnabel, 27, motivates
her when she's in bra
and panties
'You want a piece of
me?' Britney Spears
hits back at Iggy Azalea
after Australian rapper
blames her for their
Pretty Girls 'flop'
Song 'lacked promotion'
Football star Michael
Sam and fiance Vito
Cammisano 'calling it
quits just SIX MONTHS
after getting engaged'
Got engaged atop St.
Peter's Basilica
'A serious bump':
Naya Rivera looks like
she is ready to pop as
she shares a snap of
her burgeoning baby
belly while poolside
Expecting her first child
That's a serious price
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boost! Kanye West's
sold out Yeezy sneakers
appear on eBay for
upwards of $10,000  50
TIMES the original cost
Worn by Kardashians

Carefree Natalie
Portman looks
summery in a sheer T
shirt and flirty floral
mini skirt as she goes
shopping with her son
Aleph
Headed out in LA
That'll leave fans
SHELL shocked! Megan
Fox flaunts her
impressive figure in
grey vest and skinny
jeans as she films
Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles 2
Jaden Smith dons an
afro wig and mesh tank
top while filming the
1970sset Netflix series
The Get Down in NYC
The son of Will & Jada
Pinkett Smith is 16
Daniel Radcliffe enjoys
NYC date night with
girlfriend Erin Darke...
as he beats a host of
hunky celebrities to be
named Rear Of The Year
2015
Famed for Harry Potter
Teen queen's dream
come true: Kylie Jenner,
17, moves into her
plush new $2.7 million
house with a little help
from sister Khloe
Months of preparation
Kim Zolciak's daughter
Brielle, 18, slams
rumors she's had breast
implants after morphing
into her mom with
cleavage and new teeth
Denied the claims
Caitlyn Jenner proves
she can keep up with
the Kardashians too as
she makes her debut on
New York night scene in
a tight bandage dress
Dined out in her LBD
Angelina Jolie appears
to confirm she is
working with Chris
Martin again as she and
Brad Pitt join forces
with Coldplay frontman
at a London recording
studio
'Not 2 posh 2 push':
Brooklyn Beckham
pokes fun at his mom's
nickname as he wheels
a basket around the
supermarket in hilarious
Instagram picture
Inked with love!
Harper Beckham adds
to dad David Beckham's
huge tattoo collection
with a colorful Minion
design
An animated new addition
to his body
Still supermodel skinny!
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Janice Dickinson, 60,
displays painfully thin
arms while showing off
tiny waistline at Lord Of
The Freaks premiere

The happiest place on
earth? Leggy Katie
Holmes screams in fear
as she enjoys the rides
on her own at
Disneyland
Took daughter Suri there
Lindsay Lohan gets
her groove on with
hunky Italian model
Massimilano Neri as
they hit the dancefloor
in Capri
They cut loose in Italy
Ivanka Trump treats
daughter Arabella to a
night at the ballet  and
shares a video of her
frolicking around the
Lincoln Center fountain
before the show
Barefaced Margot
Robbie appears to go
braless in a clingy white
top as she dabbles in a
spot of shopping
The 23yearold went
makeup free
'I owe my daughter
justice': Julia Roberts
goes without makeup
to play a detective on
the hunt for her child's
killer in dramatic first
Secret In Their Eyes
trailer
Welcome to the gun
show! Jai Courtney
shows off bulging
muscles in tight Tshirt
as he hosts Hollywood
screening of Terminator
Genisys
Diana would be proud!
Veteran fashion
photographer Mario
Testino to take official
portrait at Princess
Charlotte's christening
Christening this Sunday
A new Hollywood
romance? Now Selena
Gomez and Cody
Simpson hang out... as
they become part of
VERY tangled Alist web
of pals
Holly Madison smiles
as she enjoys sweet
mommydaughter day
with Rainbow Aurora
after revealing all about
Hugh Hefner and her
Playboy bunny past
Stacy Keibler displays
her impressive figure in
skintight gym gear as
she works up another
sweat in LA
George Clooney's ex is a
new mother
Kelly Bensimon
celebrates daughter
Thadeus' 15th birthday
with lunch and
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shopping at Barney's
New York
The 47yearold socialite
opted for boudoirstyle

Former NBA star and
friend of Justin Bieber
is found dead in his
pool after tripping on
stairs, hitting his head
and falling in
Jackson Vroman was 34
Still one happy family!
Exes Courteney Cox
and David Arquette take
their daughter Coco out
for an Italian lunch in
LA
Remained close over the
years since their split
Irina Shayk tries to go
incognito as she and
Bradley Cooper hit
London... after he was
seen 'dancing with ex
Suki Waterhouse at
Glastonbury'
Keeping Up With The
Schedule? Scott Disick
looks blearyeyed as he
jets into France wearing
bright patterned shorts
Kourtney's partner is a
father of three
'We were so young':
Teen Wolf star Tyler
Posey recalls his first
kiss at the age of nine
with 'really cool kid'
Miley Cyrus
Lifted lid on young love
Cher, 69, defies her
age as she steps out
barefoot in St Tropez
wearing a Bohemian
style ensemble and
purple sunglasses
Looked great in her 60s
Jennifer Lawrence
looks sensational in a
little white dress as she
reunites with Hunger
Games costars Josh
Hutcherson and Jena
Malone at exhibition
'At home in France
with the Parisi Family':
Kelly Brook ditches
Atkins diet as she tucks
into a plate of pasta
during yet another
vacation with boyfriend
Jeremy
'I felt ambushed!'
Meghan Edmonds
refuses to invite
Shannon Beador to the
party on The Real
Housewives Of Orange
County
NeNe Leakes QUITS
The Real Housewives Of
Atlanta after seven
years... as she reveals 'I
won't miss the
negativity'
Original castmember
'It wasn't their
fault': Amy Winehouse's
former teacher defends
the family against
'wrong' portrayal in new
film about late singer's
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life

'Rock n roll on the
rhode': Lady Gaga
displays plenty of
cleavage in a sexy white
bra and satin pants as
she poses up a storm in
new Instagram snaps
Sign of approval?
Khloe Kardashian pins
Tyga, 25, between her
and 17yearold sister
Kylie Jenner for a
'sandwich hug' in new
Instagram snap
Samantha Mumba
shows off her incredible
postbaby body in
yellow bikini as she
frolics on the beach
with husband Torray
Scales just three
months after birth
If at first you don't
succeed... Chrissy
Teigen's topless pics
are removed from
Instagram but she vows
they will return
Uploaded a racy shot
Pippa Middleton, Peter
Phillips and society
friends of William and
Kate among favorites to
become godparent to
Charlotte (and Becks is
also in the running)
Who knew they were
friends? Princess
Beatrice looks chic in a
recycled grey pleated
dress as she dines with
British comedian Jimmy
Carr in London
Take that, Taylor Swift!
Katy Perry is named
Forbes' highest paid
female celebrity after
raking in $135M in 12
months  $55M more
than the blonde singer
All white! Kim Murray
showcases her summer
style as she arrives at
Wimbledon to cheer on
husband Andy in $62
Zara dress and $780
Aspinal bag
She's still got it!
Naomi Campbell, 45,
shows off her stunning
figure in a gold cutaway
swimsuit and black lace
bra for La Perla's new
ad campaign
Gale force! Victoria's
Secret beauty Kelly
reveals her model figure
in skintight purple
leather dress in New
York City
At United Nations event
Barefaced bride?
Makeup free Margot
Robbie is positively
radiant as she
continues to wear band
on her wedding finger at
airport with beau Tom
Ackerley
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'Nothing like an
impromptu Timberlake
performance!' Justin
serenades newlywed
brides as he and wife
Jessica Biel attend
friend's wedding
Leaving him
breathless? Gerard
Butler's stunning
girlfriend Morgan Brown
shows off her taut
midriff as they dine in
Malibu
Back to reality! Julia
Roberts runs errands
after her tropical
getaway... as first
dramatic stills from her
movie Secret In Their
Eyes are revealed
Cody Simpson's little
sister Alli, 17, shows
her modelling chops in
new Back To School
shoot... days after
admitting she and
famous brother struggle
with fame
Kylie Jenner and Tyga
get distracted by their
cell phones as they stop
for lunch at French cafe
in Calabasas
Not much chat going on
between the pair
Christina Milian shows
some skin in a backless
crop top and ripped
skinny jeans as she
leaves her new fashion
store after a long day at
work
Rapper 'Christ Bearer'
says he's PROUD of
cutting off his genitals
during drugfueled party
and insists he can still
'get down' with the
ladies
The biggest names in
music are coming! Ed
Sheeran and Jason
Derulo have been
named this year's
headline acts for the
annual Nova Red Room
Global Tour
Perrie Edwards, 21,
says she is 'happier'
following fiancé Zayn
Malik's decision to quit
One Direction and she
says she wants kids
when she turns 24
Fitness buff Hilary Duff
shows off her toned
curves in cropped
leggings and a semi
sheer top as she leaves
gym following intense
workout session
Karrueche Tran shows
off her extreme abs in a
crop top and ripped
jeans after avoiding ex
Chris Brown and
Rihanna at BET Awards
Keeping her chin up
'Save the world before
it's too late:' Robert
Redford, 78, addresses
the United Nations
urging leaders to take
immediate action on
climate change
When live TV goes
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wrong: Kelly Ripa and
Michael Strahan get
interrupted by blaring
alarm for first four
minutes of morning talk
show

Will he be 'furious'?
Chris Pratt does a spot
on impersonation of
Jason Statham in
unseen skit from SNL
He is Hollywood's new
goto action star
Amber Heard stuns in
a sheer lace dress with
sidesplit skirt as she
parties with Magic Mike
XXL cast... after saying
she doesn't want to be
defined by her sexuality
'Really wish you could
be my wife': The
Bachelorette star
Kaitlyn Bristowe leaves
'Cupcake' in tears after
sending him home
He got emotional
No RIOT here! Olivia
Wilde keeps her cool in
large statement sweater
as she enjoys leisurely
stroll with a male pal
The actress had a day out
with her friend
'Putting the Real in
Housewives': Kyle
Richards proves she
was pals with Lisa
Vanderpump, Bethenny
Frankel, and Lisa Rinna
long before RHOBH
Taking the new look in
his stride! Shaven
headed James McAvoy
enjoys a rare day off
with XMen costar
Nicholas Hoult as they
step out in Montreal
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Nicole Scherzinger, 37,
flashes underwear while
twerking in the street,
snuggles a pal and gets
carried home by a
hunky soccer player
Kimberly Stewart, 35,
shuns her trademark
glamour for allblack
exercise gear as she
undertakes a grueling
gym session in LA
Rod Stewart's daughter
'I did not get pregnant
in a doghouse!':
Luciana Morad, the
mother of Mick Jagger's
lovechild, 16, hits back
at bizarre claim she
conceived in a kennel
Heavily pregnant
Zooey Deschanel shows
off her BIG bump in a
floral dress while
nibbling fruit after
birthing class in Austin
Looks ready to pop
'I haven't worked out
once since filming
Magic Mike XXL':
Channing Tatum on
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shunning the gym and
losing his sixpack to
the Deep South
childhood snacks

Maternal instinct: Ellen
Page snuggles with
baby girl as she films
new movie in NYC with
her Juno costar Allison
Janney
Filming their follow up
'They are my spiritual
family': Jaime King pays
tribute to Taylor Swift,
and her Alist 'girl
squad' as she reveals
pregnancy makes her
feel 'beautiful'
Junior! Arnold
Schwarzenegger and
his son Patrick show off
their buff physiques in
tight Tshirts as they
step out for lunch
together
LeAnn Rimes goes for
country chic in a loose
patterned sundress and
trilby hat as she
touches down in Los
Angeles
She got back to her
musical roots
Surprise! Evangeline
Lilly reveals she's
expecting her second
child as she debuts her
blossoming baby bump
at AntMan premiere
Kept her news secret
'Love her!' Molly Sims
beams with pride and
joy over baby girl
Scarlett in cuddly family
snap with 'best husband
ever' Scott Stuber
Happy little family
Pretty Little Liars star
Tammin Sursok and
husband Sean McEwen
pout for a cheeky car
selfie as she gushes
about their 'dream'
marriage
'I jump on stage to
push that sadness
away': Ricky Martin
reveals his vulnerable
side during The Voice
Australia blind auditions
'Music saved his life'
Miranda Kerr dragged
into vaccination debate
after family friend uses
model's endorsement to
promote book with a
'prochoice' stance
Australian supermodel
Teenager who
weighed 448lbs at the
age of 18 and told she
would die within six
months sheds more
than half her body
weight to become a
model
Beating the heat! Hilary
Duff is effortlessly chic
in navy jumpsuit as she
enjoys a frozen treat in
Beverly Hills
The mother of one and
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singer sizzled in style

Cindy Crawford and
Rande Gerber step out
for romantic lunch date
after his return home
from guysonly road
trip
Appeared perfectly in
sync during day out
Natural beauty Emmy
Rossum looks cute in a
sleeveless gingham top
and flirty mini as she
goes shopping in Los
Angeles
Shameless star
Up, up and away!
Freshfaced Nicole
Kidman epitomizes
airport chic in a fur coat
and leather trousers as
she and her daughters
board a private jet
'I knew my weight was
holding me back':
Overweight woman
flaunts her muscular
new physique after
shedding 65lbs and
taking up bodybuilding
Makeup free Cara
Delevingne touches
down in Toronto to
resume filming Suicide
Squad after a wild
weekend at Glastonbury
and Taylor Swift's gig
One hot mama!
Australian model Nicole
Trunfio poses in racy
lingerie for new
Pleasure State
campaign
Gary Glark Jr's partner
Tamara Ecclestone's
husband Jay Rutland
buys her $25,000
customized Hermes
Birkin bag for her
birthday featuring her
daughter Sophia
Khloe Kardashian
treats nephew Mason to
new toys on outing with
BFF Malika Haqq...
before sharing a sultry
new selfie
Spoiling loved ones
Ashley Tisdale shows
off her slender legs as
she and her mother go
shopping in summer
shorts
Coming up to her 30th
birthday
New footage from Amy
biopic shows troubled
Winehouse as a
carefree 14yearold
singing Happy Birthday
to a close friend
Seen in London in 1998
Liv Tyler is simply
radiant as she displays
slim postbaby figure in
a black jumpsuit during
city stroll with her pup
Welcomed her son five
months ago
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Cream of the crop!
Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt's Tina Fey
and Jane Krakowski
coordinate in pale
colors at charity event
Hit Netflix series

Today's headlines

Most Read

EXCLUSIVE: Hilaria and Alec Baldwin
share their love for twoweekold Rafael in
intimate family photoshoot,...
Email bombshells from Hillary's secret
account show she didn't know when cabinet
meetings were held, was...
Three gang members charged with
brutally raping girl, 16, and murdering her
before burning down her home in...
Google apologises after Photos app tags
black couple as gorillas: Fault in image
recognition software...
Jim Carrey blasts California Governor as a
'corporate fascist who must be stopped'
after he signs mandatory...
Mother pushed her toddler son on a swing for
TWO days until he died of thirst and hunger,
autopsy reveals
Do you LOOK FORWARD to Monday? The
things that make workers actually want to
go to the office
Americanmade Kalashnikovs go on sale 
decades after the gun was first manufactured
to bring down the West
Show us the money! Desperate
pensioners push each other out of the
way to collect their cheques as Greek...
Greece faces the abyss: Deadline for IMF
loan payment passes with no deal as PM
Tsipras' 11thhour rescue...
The miserable last stand of 'Shawshank'
escapee: Brutal killer Richard Matt
pictured dead in the woods after...
Cops walked right by me as I hid in a tree,
and we practiced our escape by popping our
heads out of the...
David Sweat's mother blames prison staff
for her son's escape as twelve workers
are suspended over...
Head of CIA says that lack of diversity is
setting back intelligence efforts after study
shows top levels do...
Sexuallyharassed intern labels her former
Wall Street boss a 'psychopath' in wake of
$18MILLION payout...
Stunning images of the places time forgot:
Vinecovered buildings, ghost ships and
eerie, abandoned...
Mark Zuckerberg tells Stephen Hawking
that he wants to know how to make
humans ‘live forever’ in Facebook...
The future of Facebook? TELEPATHY: Mark
Zuckerberg believes one day we'll be able to
send emotions to each...
Utah man who reported someone carved
antigay slur into his arms and poured
bleach down his throat STAGED...
Toyota's top female executive resigns
following arrest for 'illegally mailing
oxycodone to Japan'
Did Ben Affleck's gambling habit trigger
the end of his marriage to Jennifer
Garner? Couple confirm split...
Strippers, gambling and a cancelled wedding:
Inside Ben Affleck's doomed romances with
Gwyneth Paltrow and...
Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner 'had no
prenup in place with actress unlikely to
receive spousal support' as...
Google plans to turn your body into a
KEYBOARD: Patent reveals headset that
projects touch keys onto skin
'It's yours to try!' Designer Marc Jacobs
accidentally posts NUDE selfie on
Instagram  along with a saucy...
How segregated is YOUR state? Interactive
map reveals worrying racial divides across
the US
Colorado police officer fired after body
cameras and surveillance footage show
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him beating and taunting...
Hillary and the stars! The Democratic
hopeful poses with Olivia Wilde and
Zach Braff at event on the same...
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